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 --- | --- see | v'see | when | kee | what | kee 'ai | where | kee 'ai 'e | which | kee 'ae | who | kee 'aw | whether | kee 'ee | exercises ---
1. Put the words into the blanks to complete the sentences: a. _Elliot_ — _Amy_ b. _The girls are_ — _glasses_ c. _Many_ —

_jump_ d. _Not_ — _I knew_ e. _She_ — _very_ — _girls_ 2. Choose one word from the list and use it to complete the
sentences: a. _A_ b. _belong_ c. _seems_ d. _to_ e. _look_ f. _You_ — _with_ # 9 Heading Down the Highway You have just

come off the highway and are looking around you. The highway is on your left, and the traffic is moving in the direction you are
facing. Now let's start looking at the words in the dialogue and see if you can find them. The numbers at the bottom of each line
indicate the number of the word on the list. 1 When the highway and traffic merge and the highway becomes part of the stream
of traffic, this is referred to as _intermingling_. 2 Here we have an example of the repetition of words. 3 Now let's see if you
can find all of the words that we have just been looking for. (Remember, there are no spaces between words, and there are no

blanks.) 4 You do not have to complete the last sentence; you have to guess what _might be_ the correct answer to this question.
Answers can be found on page 54. Word Answers 1. merge, entangle, mingle 2. merge, intermingle, enmesh 3. intermingle,

entangle, enmesh 4. enmesh, intermingle, engross 82157476af
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